Accessories
Supplied in packs of two different sizes, the
popular Preston Kups come with two sizes of
internal diameter attachments for different
diameter pole sections and have brass threads.
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■■Competition Spot On Kup Kit
The Preston Competition Spot On Kup Kit is a
lighter and stiffer version of the original model.
It has the Spot On facility to instantly adjust the
length of the top kit making it perfect if your
power and match top kits are different lengths.
Available in two sizes, with reinforced ends, to
allow cutting back to suit all poles.
Comes with two Preston Kups and
attachments. The attachments have two sizes
of internal diameter for different diameter pole
sections and have brass threads.

■■Preston Competition kup kits
Preston Competition Kup Kits are
manufactured from high quality carbon to
make them as stiff as possible when cupping in
bait, especially at long range. Designed with a
long re-enforcement to the base of the largest
section so it can be cut back as required.

Paste pots

■■Preston Kup SET

Kup Kits

78
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■■Preston CXR Kup Kit
Preston CXR Kup Kit is designed for the CXR
range of poles although the base section has
a long area of reinforcing that can be safely
cut back for a perfect fit on many other
poles. The two-sectioned Kup Kit comes
with two Preston Kups and attachments.
The attachments have two sizes of internal
diameter for different diameter pole sections
and have strong brass threads.

1
Large

Medium

Small

Ship your pole out past the baiting area with
your paste hookbait and loose feed in the pot.

■■Cad Pots & Carp Cad Pots
Cad Pots are designed to be left on the pole
whilst fishing. They clip directly onto the top of
the pole and are available in three sizes (Cad
Pot Micro, Cad Pot Midi and Cad Pot Carp).
Available in multiple packs with removable,
aperture opening tops.
The Carp Cad Pot has a large 'keyhole' groove
that will fit larger diameter power kit tops.

PASTE

Once at the desired distance, turn the pole
over, allowing your rig to swing out and
depositing your loose feed.

PRECISE POLE HOOKBAITING

■■Paste pots
■■Drip Feeder Pot
Made with a special dispensing
neck, the Drip Feeder Pot enables
you to feed small amounts regularly
without the need to ship back and
refill your pot. Works best with small
pellets, corn and casters.
Two pots per pack.

■■Feedapot
The revolutionary Feedapot has a simple
elastic attachment and unique clip-on, clip-off
operation that makes regular feeding quicker
and easier than ever before. Due to the elastic
attachment it will fit even the thickest power
top kits.

Developed in conjunction with Andy Findlay
after witnessing the devastating effects of his
home made versions.
They are large enough to deliver loose feed
pellets and your soft paste hookbait in the
required area, we have developed three
different sized fittings to cope with the range
of depths you are likely to encounter.
Availabe in three sizes:
Small, Medium and Large.

3
Once your rig starts to settle draw your pole
back to the baited area.
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POTS

2

Accessories
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Pellet Feeders

Andy Findley on Pellet feeders

80

the pellet

master
When it comes to finding the best
modern approach for commercial
carp fishing, you need look no further
than inside the mind of match ace
Andy Findlay. He’s the man to thank
for numerous modern match fishing
techniques, including the revolutionary
Pellet Feeder launched by Preston
Innovations in 2007.
This clever idea was based around a real Heath
Robinson affair Andy created at home, to suit
his needs on commercial carp venues in the
UK. The idea was to present the hookbait pellet
right in the centre of his feed pellets, rather
than away from the feeder like when open-end
feeder fishing. The Pellet Feeder has benefits over
the Method feeder, too, as the hooklink cannot
spring away from the feed once disturbed.
“Carp love pellets,” smiles Andy, “but sometimes
the Method isn’t the best approach to catch
them, especially on waters where it is overused.
“Sometimes the carp attack the feeder
quite aggressively, so it’s important
that your hookbait is sat, right amongst
the feed, so you get quicker bites.
“In a match situation, you want to get as many
fish on the bank as possible in the shortest
period of time. The Pellet Feeder allows
you to do this better than anything else.
“The new 2010 Preston Innovations Pellet
Feeders are really easy to load,” he adds.
“And your hooklink exits right from the
centre of these in-line feeders, leaving your

hookbait exactly where you need it.”
But it’s not just a case of loading in some presoaked pellets and casting it out anywhere.
According to Andy, this is an approach
where it really pays to be accurate.
“When fishing the Pellet Feeder, the golden rules
are to utilise your reel’s line clip, be accurate,
and leave the feeder where it hits bottom so
that it can do its work,” he explains. “I always
leave the line from the quivertip to the Pellet
Feeder slack. This way you can see your line
bites, watching the line between the tip and
the water surface, without the tip moving.
“If the line was tight and a fish bumped
into the line, it could move your feeder and
hookbait away from the pile of pellets, which
is defeating the object of the exercise.
“When you get a proper bite you know about
it! The tip pulls round, stays there and you
simply pick up the rod because the fish is on.”
Watching Andy is action with the Pellet
Feeder is like poetry in motion, hitting the
same spot every time, waiting for the tip to
go around with a hungry carp on the end. If
bites do dry up, he’ll try a different hookbait
to ensure he’s maximizing his swim.
“Sometimes you can tweak the length of the
short hooklink to get more takes, but other
times changing from a hard pellet to a soft
hooker pellet can be better, or even a lump of
punched luncheon meat,” says Andy. “With the
Fin Feed pellets bursting from the feeder though,
it often doesn’t matter what’s on the end!”

new
AUTUMN 201
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■■Pellet Feeders

■■inline Pellet Feeders

Designed for use with pellets and short
hooklengths, the clear Pellet Feeder is a direct
copy of one of Andy Findlay’s ‘home-made’
models.
Fitted with a short length of elastic, that moves
through the feeder to reduce resistance on the
take, and prevent hook pulls at the net, Pellet
Feeders are available in two sizes.
By using a short hooklength, your hookbait sits
just outside the feeder and gets surrounded by
the loose pellets as they fall from the feeder.
Sizes available
SMALL
20g

20g

Sizes available

new

LARGE
25g

AUTUMN 2010

SMALL
20g

LARGE
30g

25g

40g

Andy Findlay Tip
To make soft feed pellets, put the pellets in a bait tub and cover them in water. Leave them underwater for one minute for each millimetre the pellet is
— so two minutes for 2mm, four minutes for 4mm and so on. After soaking, drain off all the water give them a shake and leave for 10 minutes, they are
then perfect for putting in a pellet feeder or around a Method feeder.
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15g

Preston Inline Pellet Feeders have been
developed to use with damp pellets, using a
short hooklink you can present your hookbait
right amongst your feed.
Our pellet feeders feature a flat design which
makes them ideal for fishing tight to islands
where the dimpled lead will help them grip on
the sloping margins. Their line through nature
means they can be fished running or semi fixed
for safety.

Accessories
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method moulds and feeders

feeders

■■Quick release METHOD MOULD
Developed to allow perfect loading of
groundbait onto the Preston In-line Flat
Method Feeder, the Quick Release Method
Mould quickly forms a perfect feeder full of
groundbait or pellets every time. This ensures
more accurate casting due to the constant size
of the loaded feeder. The release button on
the bottom ensures that the feeder is ejected
consistently. Designed to be used in conjunction
with the Preston In-line Flat Method Feeder.
Available in small, medium and large.

new

■■wire Cage Feeders

■■In-Line Flat Method Feeder

Des Shipp Tip

15g

30g

LARGE
15g

30g

Very similar to the In-Line Flat Method Feeder
in both size and construction but elasticated for
shock absorbing fish-playing.
The flat-bottomed design ensures they always
land the correct way up with the bait at the top
of the groundbait or moulded pellet ball. The
light brown/translucent colour blends in with
both groundbait and the bottom.

SUMMER 2010

■■open ended groundbait Feeders
The Open Ended Feeder features a wider
lead–for increased stability, whilst the natural
camouflage colour is unobtrusive to fish.
The semi-flexible feeder link helps to reduce
tangles by making the feeder stand away from
the rig.

20g

30g

MEDIUM
20g

30g

LARGE
25g

30g

45g

SMALL
15g

30g

LARGE
15g

30g

35g

SMALL

X-LARGE

30g

Quickload feeders can be filled quickly with the
cap trapped on the swivel link. Cut guides on
the sides make them easy to be opened out for
larger particles.
Finished in an unobtrusive brown colour and
with a range of different loadings these blockend feeders have a slightly oval profile.

25g

40g

20g

Sizes available

MEDIUM

30g

20g

LARGE

30g

20g

SMALL
30g

MEDIUM

LARGE

15g

20g

20g

25g

20g

25g

30g

-

-

30g

50g

50g

70g

-

■■ring swivels
Preston Ring Swivels are ideal for use in
conjunction with In-Line Flat Method Feeders
to make a safe semi-fixed rig.

X-LARGE
45g

■■QuickLoad Feeders

Sizes available

Sizes available
SMALL

Sizes available
X-LARGE

45g

The Wire Cage Feeder features a wider lead.
This offers increased stability when cast tight
to islands. The ultra strong, non-glare cage
construction resists damage when cast into
shallow water.
The special anti-tangle feeder link helps with
casting by absorbing shock.

■■Elasticated Flat ■
Method Feeder

Sizes available
SMALL

SUMMER 2010
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Can be used on their own or as part of a
system with the Quick Release Method Mould.
The flat-bottomed design makes them ideal
for all situations, including casting tight to the
sloping banks of an island.
The recess in the front of the feeder accepts a
size ten swivel or a Preston Ring Swivel, which
will provide just enough tension to make a
semi-fixed rig. Alternatively they can be used
with Korum Quickchange Beads to make a
completely free-running rig.

new

45g

■■Dutchmaster Bullet Feeder
For fast and accurate casting every time try using a Preston Innovations Flat Inline Feeder with the Preston Innovations Quick
Release Method Mould for a consistent bait presentation.

Stream-lined wire cage feeders, with the
loading on the base to help them cast straight,
even in crosswinds. Available in two sizes and
a variety of weights to suit all conditions these
feeders are designed for long distance fishing.

Sizes available
SMALL
15g

30g

LARGE
15g

30g

X-LARGE
45g

30g

45g

Accessories

Catapults, Stotz & Shots
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Stotz shot

catapults
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■■Pinpoint Catapults
Preston Pinpoint Catapults are designed for
anglers who require the ultimate in accuracy
and are ideal for all distances. The special
soft moulded pouch ensures accurate bait
grouping and the balanced handle means that
you can lay the catapult on a side tray with the
pouch hanging down for one-handed filling. A
quick change elastic system makes swapping
elastics and pouches easy.

■■STOTZ

Pinpoint Quick
Change Elastic
System

Pinpoint Catapult
Solid Pouch
The solid pouch is
particularly good
for dry baits such
as pellets giving
tight grouping.

Spare elastic and pouches
are also available.

“The Pellet Catapult has

Slip Shot has a very thin, dark blue PTFE
coating. This reduces line damage when
moving the shot and also prevents the white
covering that occurs over time. Accurately
calibrated for consistent weight, Slip Shot are
made from very soft lead and have a wellformed, central cut groove.

non-tangle swivelling elastic
attachments and a medium
elastic for accuracy.”

9

10

11

8 - 11 FOUR WAY DISPENSER

9

10

6

11

12

super soft shot sizes available
13

8

9

13 - 8 SIX WAY DISPENSER
12

13

13 - 8 SIX WAY DISPENSER

6

1

BB

10

11

12

13

13 - 8 SIX WAY DISPENSER

slip shot Sizes – Mainland Europe Only
4

Stotz Sizes – Mainland Europe Only
4

Accurately calibrated for consistent weight,
Super Soft Shot is made from 100% lead and
has a well-formed, central cut groove, which
makes positioning them on both large and thin
diameter lines quick and easy.
The super soft lead also enables them to be
moved on line with minimal damage.

slip shot sizes available
8

Stotz Sizes available
8

■■SUPER SOFT Shot

■■Slip Shot

Stotz are a hybrid shot designed for use on
larger diameter lines (they also work perfectly
on fine diameters too). The wide groove makes
placing them on the line quick and easy.
Another advantage is the increased surface
area that grips the line. This prevents damage
and also stops the Stotz ‘pinging’ off under
stress. The flat ends of Stotz produce a neat
bulk when they are grouped together.

AA

super soft Sizes – Mainland Europe Only

SSG

4 - SSG SIX WAY DISPENSER

4

6

1

BB

AA

SSG

4 - SSG SIX WAY DISPENSER

4 - 11 SIX WAY DISPENSER

 reston shot is
P
available in a wide
range of sizes...

■■Pellet Catapult
Fitted with a solid pouch designed
for feeding pellets of all sizes. The
new Pellet Catapult has non-tangle
swivelling elastic attachments and a
medium elastic for accuracy.

■■STOTTA
■■Groundbait Catapult
Fitted with a large preformed groundbait
pouch, swivelling elastic attachments and
heavy elastic. Fires groundbait up to 50m.

Developed to make the application of Stotz
even easier. Designed to work with all sizes,
the flat end of the Stotta allows a Stotz to be
selected and applied quickly and easily. The
Stotta can also be used to quickly remove
Stotz without damaging your line.

Preston Non-Toxic Shot is made from a soft
dense alloy that is accurately calibrated for
consistent weight. The grooves are designed
to be closed with gentle finger pressure and a
special recess in the top of the groove enables
them to be opened easily with your fingernail.
non-toxic shot Sizes
SSG

AAA

BB

1

DISPENSER SSG - 6

4

6

■■JUMBO Locking SHOT 
Preston Jumbo Non-Toxic Locking Shot are
designed for locking big wagglers. A recessed
groove enables you to open them easily for
positioning and re-use.
Available in 2SSG and 3SSG.
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■■Non-Toxic Shot

Accessories

Pole Protection & Accessories
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■■Line Through Olivettes

■■LOOP TYER

■■In-Line Olivettes

Streamlined dense alloy olivettes, with in-line
construction fitted with a soft tube insert to
protect your line from damage. Available in a
wide range of sizes with the size printed on
the body.

Streamlined easily changeable olivettes complete
with soft silicone tube for easy attachment.
Sizes available
0.2g

0.3g

0.4g

0.5g

0.6g

0.8g

1.0g

1.2g

1.5g

2.0g

2.5g

4.0g

Sizes available
0.3g

0.4g

0.5g

0.6g

0.7g

0.8g

0.9g

1.0g

1.25g

1.5g

1.75g

2.0g

2.5g

3.0g

4.0g

5.0g

■■Slip Joint Aligners

Loop typer and disgorger comes in packs of
two, supplied with full instructions.

Designed for storing elasticated top two
sections safely. Top Tubes are convenient and
make best use of space. The specially designed
elastic protector and end cap ensure that
elastics are not damaged.
Pat. pending. Design rights enforced.

Large diameter top hole and grooved body for
line location. Non-toxic alloy with flat cork base
for accurate plumbing.
Available in two sizes: 14g and 18g.

■■Micro Silicone
Ultra fine, high performance silicone tube. Will
fit the finest wire and carbon pole stems.
Available in mixed, 0.25, 0.40 and 0.50mm

Plastic disgorger with two different ends. One
end has traditional slot and the other a loop
end for larger hooks. Choice of Small or Large.

■■Pole End Protectors
Designed to protect pole end sections during
transit. Available in a range of sizes to fit all
larger pole sections, Pole End Protectors can
also be left in place during fishing.
Available in 38, 40, 42.5, 45 and 48mm.

new

Designed for pole joint protection, Joint
Protector is clear, lube impregnated shrink tube
that can be placed on pole joints to keep them
in perfect condition.
Available in three sizes 4th, 5th and 6 section.

■■Bait bands
High quality latex bait bands in three sizes to
cover almost all bait sizes. 100 per pack.
Available in Micro, 3.2mm, and 4.8mm sizes.

■■Winder Anchors
Preston Innovations Pole Winder Anchors are
produced from high quality rubber that not only
stretches well but also lasts a long time.

Filmed with top match angler and Preston
Innovations consultant Andy Findlay, at
the prolific Glebe complex, this informative
series is presented by Match Fishing
magazine publisher David Hall.
Packed with action and informative tips,
the DVDs go behind the tactics of one of
the country’s best commercial carp match
anglers and reveal all of his methods in
intimate detail.

www.prestoninnovations.com

Preston Swivels are perfectly formed swivels
that spin easily. The ultimate match swivel.
Available in three sizes: 20, 22, and 24.

Fluorescent coloured pole tip grease that can
be applied to fine pole tips to help them sit
correctly. Very useful for wire tips.
1 x Orange and 1 x Yellow per pack.

■■Joint Protector

■■PRESTON DVDS

■■Mini Match Swivels

■■Bristle Grease

High performance fine diameter silicone tube
for thicker bristles and stems.
Available in two sizes, thick and stick float.

Makes baiting up using bait bands
quick and easy. Can be used to
attach bait directly to
the hook or hair.

Can be used for stopping sliding floats and also
for creating semi-fixed feeder and bomb rigs.
Available in three sizes: Micro, Mini & Standard.

Simply paint Joint Save onto
joints to prevent excessive wear.

■■Pole Float Silicone

■■Quick Bander

■■Float Stops

■■Joint Save

Pole Joint Aligners not only improve shipping
together speed, they prevent the ends of pole
sections getting damaged.

■■Top Tubes

■■Plummet

■■Disgorger

An excellent way
to build-up worn
pole joints. This
liquid carbon
hardens with a
top coat of
Joint Save.
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general accessories

■■Joint
Restorer

general accessories
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